
McCall Taekwondo Club

Welcome

Welcome to McCall Taekwondo Club.
We are so glad to have you as part of our Taekwondo family. 

MIssion Statement 
At McCall Taekwondo Club we believe strongly in providing quality martial arts and fitness to 
our all members of our community with respect, integrity, and passion. No matter the age or 
level we want to have each student be confident in their body, mind, and spirit. Our belief is 
that through our practice we can improve ourselves, our club, and our community. 

Local History
The doors were opened in 1992 by Master Larry Duke. This was Master Duke’s 3rd Taekwondo 
school following Sun Valley and Pocatello. Master Duke worked through the UC Martial Arts 
Program at UC Berkeley and his schools are satellite programs of this original university 
program. After several years leading this group, he and his family moved to Boise. Several 
parents took over running the dojang and young adult black belts taught the classes. These 
students included: Hailey Kirkland, Nat Woods, Maryse Crawford, Anita Cussler, and Angela 
Staup; the parents: Debra Staup, Judy Kirkland, Betsy Woods, and Anne Mckee, as well as Jim 
Staup, Ray Woods and Kim Kirkland. As students began graduating several newer black belts 
stepped to the helm and took over - Doug Delaet and Melissa Maini along with Mrs. Cochrane 
and Mrs. Wright assisting. In 2007 the club’s doors were closed due to the current instructor 
moving. In August of 2010, Angela Staup officially reopened the dojang after having worked 
with groups in the area privately for almost a year while finishing her undergrad at Boise State 
University and instructing at Idaho Taekwono Training Center in Boise. In June 2014 she earned 
her 5th Dan, master level. She continues to instruct. 
McCall Taekwondo Club continues to work closely with the UC Martial Arts Program and 
GrandMaster Duke, as well as other programs throughout the country. 
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Classroom ‘Dojang’ Conduct
Before class begins:

-Bow as you enter the dojang. 

-Hang up your packs and outerwear.

-Place your shoes and socks neatly together. 

-Fill your water bottle.

-Put on your dobak and/or other appropriate gear. 

-Clean something (mat, concrete, bathrooms, gear, etc).

-Bow before stepping on or off of the mat.

If waiting for another class to finish:

-Read

-Color

-Chess or other games - QUIETLY

If waiting for class to start:

-Use the mat appropriately.

-Practice

-Play games, be in control, be respectful. 

If late to class:

-Bow as you enter the dojang. 

-Be quiet and respectful of those in class.

-Put your items away neatly and quietly.

-Fill your water bottle quietly. 

-Prepare to join class quietly. 

-Ask permission to join & bow before coming on the mat.

-Go to a corner to warm up, then join the class when ready. 
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White Belt

What does it mean to have a white belt?

Requirements for advancement to Advanced White Belt: 

25 classes

Poomse
Il jang

8-Step
1 & 2

1-Step 
1 & 2

Kicks 
Front -
Round -
Side -
Axe -
Back -

Blocks
Down -
Middle -
High-rising -

Strikes
Straight Punch (body and face)

Stances
Walking (natural) -
Front -
Horse -
Ready stance(s)

1.
2.
3.

Define
Taekwondo -
Il jang -
Tenets of Taekwondo

1.
2.

Count from 1-5 
Vocabulary: 

Hello (formal and informal) -
Thank you -
Go -
Kicks - 

Why I joined Taekwondo. 
1-3 paragraphs in MLA format.
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Belt Promotion
 Application

Name:__________________________ 

Date of Birth:_______________ 

Sex: M / F  Gender: M / F 

Current Belt:____________________  

Testing Belt:_____________________ 

Testing Date:______________ Last Test:______________ 

Checklist  
Number of classes:________ 

Taegeuk Poomse: _____________________ 

8-Step Exercise:__________ 

1-Step Exercise:__________ 

Boards 

 Number: ____ 

 Breaks: __________________________________  

Gyroogi Gear: Y / N 

Paper(s): Y / N  

Application: Y / N 

Testing Donation ($15): Y / N 

Signature: _________________________  Date:_______ 
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Advanced White Belt

What does Taekwondo mean? What is “do”?
 

Requirements for advancement to Yellow Belt: 

25 Classes

Poomse
Ee jang

8-Step
1-4

1-Step 
1-4

Kicks
Tornado -
Spinhook -

Blocks
In-out Middle Blocks -
Knife-hand blocks (single middle, double middle, & double down) -

Strikes
Spear -

Stances 
Back -

Define
Ee jang -
Taeguek -
Tenets of Taekwondo

1.
2.
3.

Name the Three Kingdoms
1.
2.
3.

Count from 1-10

Vocabulary
South Korean Flag -
Chest Protector -
Round -
Side -
Tornado kick -

What is Self-defense and why is it important? 
1-3 paragraphs in MLA format.
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Belt Promotion
 Application

Name:__________________________ 

Date of Birth:_______________ 

Sex: M / F  Gender: M / F 

Current Belt:____________________  

Testing Belt:_____________________ 

Testing Date:______________ Last Test:______________ 

Checklist  
Number of classes:________ 

Taegeuk Poomse: _____________________ 

8-Step Exercise:__________ 

1-Step Exercise:__________ 

Boards 

 Number: ____ 

 Breaks: __________________________________  

Gyroogi Gear: Y / N 

Paper(s): Y / N  

Application: Y / N 

Testing Donation ($15): Y / N 

Signature: _________________________  Date:_______ 
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Yellow Belt

What country occupied Korea in the 20th Century? 

Requirements for advancement to Advanced Yellow Belt:

25 Classes

Poomse
Sam jang

8-Step
1-5

1-Step
1-4
Add 2 made up

Kicks:  
Cut kick

Blocks
Single knife hand down block

Strikes
Temple strike

Stances 
Basic

Define: 
Tenets of Taekwondo

1.
2.
3.
4.

Poomse -
Gyroogi -

Count from 1-15

Vocabulary:
Turn around -
Stop -
Attention -
Spinhook -
Kick -

Why is physical fitness important at all ages?
1-3 paragraphs in MLA format.
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Belt Promotion
 Application

Name:__________________________ 

Date of Birth:_______________ 

Sex: M / F  Gender: M / F 

Current Belt:____________________  

Testing Belt:_____________________ 

Testing Date:______________ Last Test:______________ 

Checklist  
Number of classes:________ 

Taegeuk Poomse: _____________________ 

8-Step Exercise:__________ 

1-Step Exercise:__________ 

Boards 

 Number: ____ 

 Breaks: __________________________________  

Gyroogi Gear: Y / N 

Paper(s): Y / N  

Application: Y / N 

Testing Donation ($15): Y / N 

Signature: _________________________  Date:_______ 
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Advanced Yellow Belt

What is the Korean flag called and what does it represent? 

Requirements to advancement to Green Belt:

Poomse
Sam jang

8-Step
1-5

1-Step
1-4
Add 3 made up

Kicks:  
Cut kick

Blocks
Double knife hand down block

Strikes
Knife hand strike

Stances 
Basic

Define: 
Tenets of Taekwondo

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sam jang -
Gyroogi -

Count from 1-20

Vocabulary:
Turn around -
Stop -
Attention -
Spinhook -
Kick -

What is coordination and why is it important in Taekwondo?
1-3 paragraphs in MLA format.
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Belt Promotion
 Application

Name:__________________________ 

Date of Birth:_______________ 

Sex: M / F  Gender: M / F 

Current Belt:____________________  

Testing Belt:_____________________ 

Testing Date:______________ Last Test:______________ 

Checklist  
Number of classes:________ 

Taegeuk Poomse: _____________________ 

8-Step Exercise:__________ 

1-Step Exercise:__________ 

Boards 

 Number: ____ 

 Breaks: __________________________________  

Gyroogi Gear: Y / N 

Paper(s): Y / N  

Application: Y / N 

Testing Donation ($15): Y / N 

Signature: _________________________  Date:_______ 
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Green Belt

How far back can Taekwondo trace it roots? 

Requirements for advancement to Advanced Green Belt:

30 Classes

Poomse 
Sa jang

8-Step 
1-6

1-Step 
1-4
Add 4 made up

Kicks
Quick kick

Blocks
Same side middle block (awkward block)

Strikes
Elbow strikes

Stances 
Basic

Example:
Tenets of Taekwondo

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sa jang -

Count from 1-30

Vocabulary: 
Goodbye (formal & informal) -
Trigram -
Switch feet -
Kukkiwon -

Queen of Silla
1-3 paragraphs in MLA format.
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Belt Promotion
 Application

Name:__________________________ 

Date of Birth:_______________ 

Sex: M / F  Gender: M / F 

Current Belt:____________________  

Testing Belt:_____________________ 

Testing Date:______________ Last Test:______________ 

Checklist  
Number of classes:________ 

Taegeuk Poomse: _____________________ 

8-Step Exercise:__________ 

1-Step Exercise:__________ 

Boards 

 Number: ____ 

 Breaks: __________________________________  

Gyroogi Gear: Y / N 

Paper(s): Y / N  

Application: Y / N 

Testing Donation ($15): Y / N 

Signature: _________________________  Date:_______ 
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Advanced Green Belt

What country occupied Korea in the 20th Century? 

Requirements for advancement to Blue Belt:

30 Classes

Poomse 
Oh jang

8-Step 
1-7

1-Step 
 1-4
Add 6 made up

Kicks  
All kicks moving backwards

Blocks
 Double middle block

Strikes
Back fist
Hammer fist

Stances 
Left/Right & T - Stance 

Define
Oh jang -
Qi -
Zen -

Count from 1-40 and 10-1

Vocabulary
Single step forward & backward
Double step forward & backward

The myth of the founding of Choseon.
1-3 Paragraphs, MLA Format
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Belt Promotion
 Application

Name:__________________________ 

Date of Birth:_______________ 

Sex: M / F  Gender: M / F 

Current Belt:____________________  

Testing Belt:_____________________ 

Testing Date:______________ Last Test:______________ 

Checklist  
Number of classes:________ 

Taegeuk Poomse: _____________________ 

8-Step Exercise:__________ 

1-Step Exercise:__________ 

Boards 

 Number: ____ 

 Breaks: __________________________________  

Gyroogi Gear: Y / N 

Paper(s): Y / N  

Application: Y / N 

Testing Donation ($15): Y / N 

Signature: _________________________  Date:_______ 
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Blue Belt

What are 3 other Korean martial arts? Two from other countries?  

Requirements for advancement to Advanced Blue Belt:

30 Classes

Poomse 
Yook jang

8-Step 
1-8

1-Step 
1-4
Add 10 made up

Kicks
Jumping Spinhook
Tornado
Double

Blocks
Double down block

Strikes
 Knife hand strikes

Stances 
Twisted Stance

Define:
Look jang -
Warrior’s Code -
Buddhism -
Taoism -

Count from 1-50

Vocabulary
Black Belt -
Assistant -
Instructor -
Master -

How Taekwondo became an Olympic sport. 
1-3 Paragraphs, MLA Format
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Belt Promotion
 Application

Name:__________________________ 

Date of Birth:_______________ 

Sex: M / F  Gender: M / F 

Current Belt:____________________  

Testing Belt:_____________________ 

Testing Date:______________ Last Test:______________ 

Checklist  
Number of classes:________ 

Taegeuk Poomse: _____________________ 

8-Step Exercise:__________ 

1-Step Exercise:__________ 

Boards 

 Number: ____ 

 Breaks: __________________________________  

Gyroogi Gear: Y / N 

Paper(s): Y / N  

Application: Y / N 

Testing Donation ($15): Y / N 

Signature: _________________________  Date:_______ 
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Advanced Blue Belt

What are 3 other Korean martial arts? Two from other countries?  

Requirements for advancement to Red Belt:

35 Classes

Poomse 
Chil jang

8-Step 
1-8

1-Step 
1-4
Add 15 made up

Kicks
Scissor 
Fade away Round, Back, & Tornado Kick

Blocks
Double middle block

Strikes
 Knife hand strikes

Stances 
Tiger Stance

Define:
Chil jang -
Yin yang -
Trigram -

Count from 1-60 

Vocabulary
Black Belt
Assistant
Instructor
Master

How did Taekwondo became an Olympic sport? 
3-5 Paragraphs, MLA Format

What does it mean to be an advanced belt?
3-5 Paragraphs, MLA Format
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Belt Promotion
 Application

Name:__________________________ 

Date of Birth:_______________ 

Sex: M / F  Gender: M / F 

Current Belt:____________________  

Testing Belt:_____________________ 

Testing Date:______________ Last Test:______________ 

Checklist  
Number of classes:________ 

Taegeuk Poomse: _____________________ 

8-Step Exercise:__________ 

1-Step Exercise:__________ 

Boards 

 Number: ____ 

 Breaks: __________________________________  

Gyroogi Gear: Y / N 

Paper(s): Y / N  

Application: Y / N 

Testing Donation ($15): Y / N 

Signature: _________________________  Date:_______ 
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Red Belt

What combat sports are in the Olympics?  

Requirements for advancement to Advanced Red Belt:

40 Classes

Poomse 
Pal jang

8-Step 
1-8 & Backward

1-Step 
1-4
Add 25 made up

Kicks
All Kicks forward from linear and lateral footwork.

Blocks
All knife hand and closed hand blocks
Double cross blocks

Strikes
All elbow, knife hand, and closed hand strikes

Stances 
Crane 

Define:
Pal jang -
Kukkiwon -
Kub -
Poom -
Dan -

Count from 1-80

Vocabulary
Five words and/or concepts of your choice

From what traditional arts did Taekwondo develop? 
3-5 Paragraphs, MLA Format

How do you demonstrate the qualities of an advanced belt and why do you want to be one?
5-7 Paragraphs, MLA Format
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Advanced Red Belt

What is meditation and how is it useful to martial artists?  

Requirements for advancement to Black Belt:

9 months of regular attendence

Poomse 
Koryo
Poomse sequences 

8-Step 
1-8  & Mixed Order

1-Step 
1-4
Add 30 made up

Kicks
All - Sequences

Blocks
All - Sequences

Strikes
All - Sequences

Stances 
Koryo Chook-be
All - Sequences

Define:
Koryo -
Palgwe -

Count from 1-100

Vocabulary
Seven words and/or concepts of your choice

What are the responsibilities of a Center Referee, Corner Judge, and Table person? 
3-5 Paragraphs, MLA Format

What does earning a black belt mean to you?
5-7 Paragraphs, MLA Format

*Black Belt Check Off List*
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Black Belt Check List
The following are required 2 weeks before test date for all black belt tests.  

Training  

 1st Dan & Poom - Minimum of 300 hours of training  

 2nd Dan & Poom - 200 hours of training since previous test  

 Prepare Breaks - 8-15 icluding single & double board breaks & concrete 

Papers - Final draft is required 2 weeks before test date  

 Poom Candidates Paper: 

  - 2 five page book reports on martial art related topics.  

 1st Dan 12 page paper includes:  

  - Your goals when you began your martial arts training  

  - Your goals for taekwondo now 

  - What has changed over that time frame and why 

  - History of Taekwondo  

Resume - Professional & Academic 

Taekwondo Resume - Include tests, tournaments, seminars, and camp experiences 

2 Passport Photos 

Testing Fees 

 1st Dan/Poom - $150 

 2nd Dan/Poom - $200 

 3rd Dan/Poom - $250 
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1st Dan/Poom

Why is warming up important to athletes?  What are different types of stretching?

Requirements for advancement to 2nd Dan/Poom

1 year of probation before receiving Kukkiwon Certificate
2 years of regular attendance 

Poomse 
Keumgang
Made up poomse

8-Step 
1-8

1-Step 
1-4
Add 40 made up

Kicks
All Kicks controlled at different speeds and in different sequences

Blocks
Advanced blocking and sequences

Strikes
Advanced striking and sequences

Stances 
Mountain 

Define:
Keumgang

Count from 1-150

Vocabulary
Seven words and/or concepts of your choice

Describe the geography of Korea 
3-5 Paragraphs, MLA Format

What are the benefits of group participation?
5-7 Paragraphs, MLA Format

*Black Belt Check Off List*
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2nd Dan/Poom - Ee Dan

What are breathing exercises and why are they important?  

Requirements for advancement to 3rd Dan/Poom:

1 year of probation before receiving Kukkiwon Certificate
3 years of regular attendance 

Poomse 
Taekbek
Made up poomse and sequences

8-Step 
1-8

1-Step 
1-4
Add 50 made up

Kicks
All Kicks controlled at different speeds and in different sequences

Blocks
Advanced blocking and sequences

Strikes
Advanced striking and sequences

Stances 
Mountain 

Define:
Taekbek

Count from 1-200

Vocabulary
Seven words and/or concepts of your choice

How does teaching improve your learning? 
3-5 Paragraphs, MLA Format

What are the key concepts of Eastern Philosophy? What do we use in Taekwondo?
5-7 Paragraphs, MLA Format

*Black Belt Check Off List*
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3rd Dan/Poom - Sam Dan

What are breathing exercises and why are they important?  

Requirements for advancement to 4th Dan

1 year of probation before receiving Kukkiwon Certificate
4 years of regular attendance 

Poomse 
Pyongwon
Made up poomse and sequences

8-Step 
1-8

1-Step 
1-4
Add 60 made up

Kicks
All Kicks controlled at different speeds and in different sequences

Blocks
Advanced blocking and sequences

Strikes
Advanced striking and sequences

Stances 
Advanced stances, stamina, and sequences

Define:
Pyongwon

Count from 1-200

Vocabulary
 Ten words and/or concepts of your choice

What is the difference between Martial Arts and Martial Sports? 
3-5 Paragraphs, MLA Format

What is the difference between subjective and objective judging? How does that affect you as 
an athlete?
5-7 Paragraphs, MLA Format

*Black Belt Check Off List*
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4th Dan - Sa Dan

What are breathing exercises and why are they important?  

Requirements for advancement to 5th Dan:

1 year of probation before receiving Kukkiwon Certificate
5 years of regular attendance 

Poomse 
Sip jin
Made up poomse and sequences

8-Step 
1-8

1-Step 
1-4
Add 70 made up

Kicks
All Kicks controlled at different speeds and in different sequences

Blocks
Advanced blocking and sequences

Strikes
Advanced striking and sequences

Stances 
Advanced stances, stamina, and sequences

Define:
Sip jin

Count from 1-200

Vocabulary
 Ten words and/or concepts of your choice

How can you help create a positive learning environment?  
3-5 Paragraphs, MLA Format

What is mastery and how is it achieved? Belt
5-7 Paragraphs, MLA Format

*Black Belt Check Off List*

5th Dan - Oh Dan
This is the level of Master
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Tournament Record

Date Event City  Poomsae Gyroogi
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 
_________ _______________________ ____________ ___________ ___________
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Seminar, Camp, & Misc Event Record

Date Event Host City Role
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________ 
_________ _______________________ _______________ ___________ _____________
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Republic of Korea (South Korean) Flag

History ~ The need for a national flag again felt by Korea during the negotiation of the United States–
Korea Treaty of 1882, also known as the Shufeldt Treaty. The controversy arose after the delegate Lee 
Eung-Jun presented a flag similar to the flag of Japan to the Chinese official Ma Jianzhong. In response to 
the discussion, Ma Jianzhong argued against the proposed idea of using the flag of the Qing Dynasty and 
proposed a flag with a white background, with a half-red and half-black circle in the center, with eight 
black bars around the flag. On August 22, 1882, Park Yeong-hyo created a scale model of the Taegukgi to 
the Joseon government. Park Yeong-hyo became the first person to use the Taegukgi in the Empire of 
Japan in 1882. On January 27, 1883, the Joseon government officially promulgated Taegukgi to be used as 
the official national flag. In 1919, a flag similar to the current South Korean flag was used by the 
provisional Korean government-in-exile based in China. After the restoration of Korean independence in 
1945, the Taegukgi remained in use after the southern portion of Korea became a democratic republic 
under the influence of the United States but also used by the People's Republic of Korea. Following the 
establishment of the South Korean state in August 1948, the current flag was declared official by the 
government of South Korea on October 15, 1949. In February 1984, the exact dimensional specifications of 
the flag were codified. In October 1997, the exact colors of the flag were specified via presidential decree.

Colors ~ White symbolizes peace and purity (white is the traditional color in Korean culture)
Red and blue Taeguk symbolizes balance in the universe (the blue section represents the negative 
cosmic forces of the yin, while the red symbolizes the opposite positive forces of the yang)
The four trigrams together represent movement and harmony as fundamental principles. Each 
trigram (kwae) represents one of the four classical elements (heaven, fire, water and earth)

Trigram  Name    Body    Season        Direction   Virtue               Family                Element
☰          geon     heaven   spring     east        humanity father              heaven
☲     ri    sun     autumn south justice daughter fire
☵    gam       moon    winter              north                   intelligence         son                      water
☷    gon        earth     summer           west                    courtesy               mother                earth

   

 

South Korean Flag Variations Korean Unification Flag
 
~ Korean Unification Flag is a flag designed to represent all of Korea when North and South Korea participate as 
one team in sporting events. The background is white. In the center there is a blue silhouette of the Korean 
peninsula. The flag has no official status.
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History of Republic of Korea
An independent kingdom for much of its long history, Korea was occupied by Japan beginning in 1905 following the 
Russo-Japanese War. In 1910, Tokyo formally annexed the entire Peninsula. Korea regained its independence 
following Japan's surrender to the United States in 1945. After World War II, a democratic-based government 
(Republic of Korea, ROK) was set up in the southern half of the Korean Peninsula while a Communist-style 
government was installed in the north (Democratic People's Republic of Korea, DPRK). During the Korean War 
(1950-53), U.S. troops and UN forces fought alongside ROK soldiers to defend South Korea from a DPRK invasion 
supported by China and the Soviet Union. A 1953 armistice split the peninsula along a demilitarized zone at about 
the 38th parallel. PARK Chung-hee took over leadership of the country in a 1961 coup. During his regime, from 1961 
to 1979, South Korea achieved rapid economic growth, with per capita income rising to roughly 17 times the level of 
North Korea. South Korea held its first free presidential election under a revised democratic constitution in 1987, with 
former ROK Army general ROH Tae-woo winning a close race. In 1993, KIM Young-sam (1993-98) became South 
Korea's first civilian president. South Korea today is a fully functioning modern democracy. LEE Myung-bak 
(2008-2013) pursued a policy of global engagement , highlighted by Seoul's hosting of the G-20 summit in November 
2010 and the Nuclear Security Summit in March 2012. South Korea also secured a non-permanent seat (2013-14) on 
the UN Security Council and will host the 2018 Winter Olympic Games. President PARK Geun-hye took office in 
February 2013 and is South Korea's first female leader. Serious tensions with North Korea have punctuated inter-
Korean relations in recent years, including the North's sinking of the South Korean warship Cheonan in March 2010 
and its artillery attack on South Korean soldiers and citizens in November 2010. In January 2013, assumed a 
nonpermanent seat on the UN Security Council for the 2013-14 term.
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History of Korea - Queen(s) of Silla 

Silla was one of the Three Kingdoms of Korea, and it lasted for 992 years. During its long years, three 
Queens regnant ruled the lands. Today it is part of both North and South Korea.

Seondeok of Silla - Seoneok reigned as Queen Regnant of Silla, one of the Three Kingdoms of Korea, from 
632 to 647.[1] She was Silla's twenty-seventh ruler, and its first reigning queen. She was the second female 
sovereign in recorded East Asian history and encouraged a renaissance in thought, literature, and the arts 
in Silla.[2] In Samguksagi, Queen Seondeok was described as "generous, benevolent, wise, and smart”.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen_Seondeok_of_Silla

 Seondeok was the daughter of King Jinpyeong of Silla and Queen Maya. She was born at an unknown 
date. Before her accession, she was known as Princess Deokman. She was selected as her father’s heir as 
she had no brothers. Though it had never been done before in Silla, women were already affluent as 
advisors and regents. The status of women was relatively high compared to other countries at the time.

Her father died in 632 and Seondeok began her personal reign in the midst of a rebellion and the 
relationship with neighbouring countries Baekje and Goguryeo was precarious. Silla was invaded by 
Baekje, and she allied herself with Goguryeo. When Goguryeo also turned against her, she allied herself 
with China. She presided over the completion of Buddhist temples, and she was also responsible for the 
building of an observatory, which still stands today. She died on 17 February 647 and was succeeded by 
her cousin, Jindeok.

Jindeok of Silla - Jindeok was born at an unknown date as the daughter of Kim Gukban (King 
Jinpyeong’s younger brother) and Lady Wolmyeong. She became Queen upon the death of her cousin 
Seondeok. She reigned for seven years, during which time she was able to improve relations with China, 
which laid the foundation for the unification of the three Kingdoms of Silla, Baekje and Goguryeo. She 
died in 654.

Jinseong of Silla -Jinseong was born circa 865 as the daughter of King Gyeongmun and Queen Munui. 
She had two brothers who both became King, but both also died without issue. She 
succeeded Jeonggang in 887. She could not live up to her predecessor’s reputation, and during her reign, 
public order collapsed. In 895 she appointed Kim Yo, an illegitimate son of her brother, as Crown Prince 
and abdicated in his favour. She died on 31 December 897.

Source: https://www.historyofroyalwomen.com/the-queens-regnant-series/three-queens-silla/

Queen Seondeok
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History of Korea - Three Kingdoms of Korea

The Three Kingdoms Period of Korea (hangul: 삼국시대) featured the three rival kingdoms 
of Goguryeo, Baekje and Silla, which dominated the Korean Peninsula and parts of Manchuria for much of 
the 1st millennium C.E.. The Three Kingdoms period in Korea extends from the first 
century B.C.E. (specifically 57 B.C.E.) until Silla's triumph over Goguryeo in 668, marking the beginning of 
the North and South States period (남북국시대) of Unified Silla in the South and Balhae in the North. The 
earlier part of that period, before the three states developed into full-fledged kingdoms, sometimes has 
the name Proto-Three Kingdoms of Korea. The Three Kingdoms of Korea marked the foundation of the 
unified Korean Peninsula that emerged later during the Goryeo and Joseondynasties.

Background - Samguk Sagi (twelfth century) and Samguk Yusa(thirteenth century) mention the "Three 
Kingdoms." Founded soon after the fall of Gojoseon, the three city-states gradually conquered and 
absorbed numerous other small states and confederacies. After the fall of Gojoseon, the Han 
dynastyestablished four commanderies in northern parts of the Korean Peninsula. Three fell quickly to 
the Samhan, Goguryeo destroyed the last in 313.
Baekje and Silla expanded within the Samhan confederacies, and Goguryeo conquered neighboring Buyeo, 
Okjeo, Dongye, and other statelets in northern Korea and Manchuria. The three became full-fledged 
kingdoms by around 300 C.E., following the Proto-Three Kingdoms period. All three kingdoms shared a 
similar culture and language. Their original religions appear to have been shamanistic, but Chinese 
culture increasingly influenced them, particularly Confucianismand Daoism. In the fourth century, 
Chinese missionaries introduced Buddhism to the peninsula which spread rapidly, becoming the official 
religion of all three kingdoms.
Goguryeo or Korguryeo - Goguryeo emerged on the north and south banks of the Yalu (Amrok) River, in 
the wake of Gojoseon's fall. The first mention of Goguryeo in Chinese records dates from 75 B.C.E. in 
reference to a commandery established by the Chinese Han dynasty, although even earlier mentions of 
"Guri" may be of the same state. Evidence indicates Goguryeo, the most advanced, likely established first 
among the three kingdoms.
Goguryeo, eventually the largest of the three kingdoms, had several capitals in alternation: two capitals 
in the upper Yalu area, and later Nak-rang (樂樂樂樂浪: Lelang in Chinese), now part of Pyongyang. At the 
beginning, the state located on the border with China, gradually expanding into Manchuria and 
destroying the Chinese Lelang commandery in 313 C.E.The cultural influence of the Chinese continued as 
Goguryeo adopted Buddhism as the official religion in 372 C.E.
The kingdom reached its zenith in the fifth century when occupying the Liaodong Plains 
in Manchuria and today's Seoul area. The Goguryeo kings controlled not only Koreans but also Chinese 
and other Tungusic tribes in Manchuria and North Korea. After the establishment of the Sui Dynasty in 
China, the kingdom continued to suffer from Chinese attacks until conquered by the allied Silla-Tang 
forces in 668 C.E. Goguryeo emerged as the protector of the Korean Peninsula. Without Goguryeo 
blocking out Chinese invaders, Sillaand Baekje would surely have fallen.
Baekje or Paekje - Baekje numbered among the kingdoms of the Mahan confederacy. Two sons of 
Goguryeo's founder, recorded as having fled a succession conflict, established Baekje in the proximity of 
the western Korean peninsula. Baekje absorbed or conquered other Mahan chiefdoms and, at its peak in 
the fourth century, controlled most of the western Korean peninsula. Under attack from Goguryeo, the 
capital moved south to Ungjin (present-day Gongju) and later further south to Sabi (present-day Buyeo).
Baekje colonized Jeju island and may have colonized the southern part of Japan called Khusu. Baekje's 
cultures influenced Goguryeo, Silla and also Japan, possibly stimulating the creation of Japan's Asuka 
culture . Baekje played a fundamental role in transmitting cultural developments, including Chinese 
characters and Buddhism, into ancient Japan. Baekje merged into Unified Silla after falling to an allied 
Silla and Tang force in 660 C.E..
Silla - According to Korean records, in 57 B.C.E., Seorabeol (or Saro, later Silla) in the southeast of the 
peninsula unified and expanded the confederation of city-states known as Jinhan. Although Samguk-
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sagi records Silla as the earliest-founded of the three kingdoms, other written and archaeological records 
indicate that Silla emerged as the last of the three to establish a centralized government.
Renamed from Saro to Silla in 503 C.E., the kingdom annexed the Gaya confederacy (which in turn had 
absorbed Byeonhan earlier) in the first half of the sixth Century. Goguryeo and Baekje responded by 
forming an alliance. To cope with invasions from Goguryeo and Baekje, Silla deepened its relations with 
the Tang Dynasty, with her newly-gained access to the Yellow Sea making direct contact with the Tang 
possible. After the conquest of Goguryeo and Baekje with her Tang allies, the Silla kingdom drove the 
Tang forces out of the peninsula and occupied the lands south of Pyongyang.
Silla established its capital in Seorabeol (now Gyeongju). Buddhism became the official religion in 
528. Archaeological findings, including unique gold metalwork, reveal a culture in the kingdom of Silla 
that displays influence from the northern nomadic steppes, differentiating it from the culture 
of Goguryeo and Baekje where Chinese influence prevailed.
Other smaller states existed in Korea before and during this period:

• Gaya confederacy, until annexed by Silla
• Dongye, Okjeo, and Buyeo, all three conquered by Goguryeo
• Usan (Ulleung-do) tributary of Silla
• Tamna (Jeju-do) tributary of Baekje

Unification - Allied with China under the Tang dynasty, Silla conquered Goguryeo in 668, after having 
already conquered Gaya in 562 and Baekje in 660, thus ushering in the period of Unified Silla to the south 
and Balhae to the north.
Archaeology on the Three Kingdoms of Korea - Korean historians use the concept of (guk or Sino ko: 
國, walled-town state, etc) to describe early Korean history. Among the archaeology sites dating to the 
Three Kingdoms of Korea, hundreds of cemeteries with thousands of burials have been excavated. The 
vast majority of archaeological evidence of the Three Kingdoms Period of Korea consists of burials, but 
since the 1990s excavations of craft sites, roads, palace grounds and elite precincts, ceremonial sites, 
commoner households, and fortresses have been uncovered during the building boom in South Korea.
Chiefdoms in Korea date to c. 700 B.C.E. (e.g. see Igeum-dong, Songguk-ri) (Bale and Ko 2006; Rhee and 
Choi 1992). Recent archaeological evidence suggests that states formed on the Korean peninsula between 
300 B.C.E. and C.E. 300 to 400 (Barnes 2001; Barnes 2004;Kang 1995;Kang 2000; Lee 1998; Pai 1989). 
Since 1976, continuing archaeological excavations concentrated in the southeastern part of 
modern Gyeongju have revealed parts of the so-called Silla Wanggyeong (Silla capital). A number of 
excavations over the years have revealed temples such as Hwangnyongsa, Bunhwangsa, Heungryunsa, 
and 30 other sites. Elements of Baekjecapitals have also been excavated such as the Mongcheon Fortress 
and Pungnap Fortress.

Source: http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Three_Kingdoms_of_Korea
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History of Korea - Joseon (Chosŏn) Dynasty

Chosŏn dynasty, also called Yi dynasty, the last and longest-lived imperial dynasty (1392– 1897 or 1910 
depending on source) of Korea. Founded by Gen. Yi Sŏng-gye, who established the capital at Hanyang 
(present-day Seoul), the kingdom was named Chosŏn for the state of the same name that had dominated 
the Korean peninsula in ancient times. The regime is also frequently referred to as the Yi dynasty, for its 
ruling family.
General Yi established close relationships with the neighbouring Ming dynasty (1368–1644) of China, 
which considered Korea a client state, and Chinese cultural influences were very strong during this 
period. Chosŏn’s administration was modeled after the Chinese bureaucracy, and Neo-Confucianism was 
adopted as the ideology of the state and society.
Under the previous dynasties, ownership of land was concentrated in the hands of a few high-
ranking bureaucrats, but Yi Sŏng-gye (who ruled as King Taejo) and his successors redistributed the land 
throughout the various levels of officialdom, creating a new aristocracy of scholar-officials called 
the yangban. Scholarship flourished under the Chosŏn dynasty, and in 1443, during the reign of 
King Sejong, the Korean phonetic alphabet, Hangul(han’gŭl), was invented. By the time of the Chosŏn 
ruler King Sŏngjong (1470–94), a bureaucratic system for government administration was established.
In 1592 Korea suffered an invasion from Japan. Although Chinese troops helped repel the invaders, the 
country was devastated. This was followed by the invasion of northwestern Korea in 1627 by 
the Manchu tribes of Manchuria, who were attempting to protect their rear in preparation for their 
invasion of China. Many cultural assets were lost, and the power of the central government was severely 
weakened. By the reigns of King Yŏngjo (1724–76) and King Chŏngjo (1776–1800), the country had 
largely recovered from the destruction of the wars. With an increased use of irrigation, agriculture was in 
a prosperous condition, and a monetary economy was burgeoning. In an effort to solve administrative 
problems, a school of learning called Silhak, or “Practical Learning,” arose.
Korea maintained an isolationist policy until the 1880s. The Treaty of Kanghwa (1876), concluded at the 
insistence of Japan, defined Korea as an independent state and led to the establishment of diplomatic 
relations with not only Japan but also China. China lobbied for Korea to open up to trade with the West, 
especially the United States, for the first time, and the country soon became an arena for competition 
among the powers. Japanese influence in the area became predominant, especially after the Japanese 
victory in wars with China (the Sino-Japanese War, 1894–95) and Russia (the Russo-Japanese War, 1904–
05). Korean opposition to Japanese dominance grew, and in 1895 Japanese agents assassinated Queen 
Min, who was suspected of encouraging the resistance. Her husband, King Kojong, remained on the 
throne until 1907, when he was forced to cede it to his son. In 1910 Japan formally annexed Korea, 
bringing the Chosŏn dynasty to an end. In 2009 several dozen royal tombs of the Chosŏn dynasty—
including those of kings Taejo and Kojong—located in the area around Seoul were collectively designated 
a UNESCO World Heritage site.

Source: https://www.britannica.com/topic/Choson-dynasty
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Joseon_Dynasty
http://www.korea.net/AboutKorea/History/Joseon
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History of Korea - Founding Myths
Gojoseon (Hangul: 고조선; Hanja: 古朝鮮), originally named Joseon (Hangul: 조선; Hanja: 朝鮮), was an 
ancient Korean kingdom. The addition of Go (고, 古), meaning "ancient", distinguishes it from the 
later Joseon kingdom (1392–1897). Some historians argue that the precise Korean pronunciation of the word 
was Jyushin, and the Chinese regions of Sushen, Jishen, Xishen, and Sushin have all referenced the ancient 
Joseon Empire, citing the controversial historical Hwandan Gogi.[1]

The founding legend of Gojoseon, which is recorded in the Samguk Yusa (1281), states that the country was 
established in 2333 BC by Dangun, said in the work to be the offspring of a heavenly prince and a bear-woman. 
Though Dangun was a mythological figure for whom no concrete evidence has been found,[2] the account has 
played an important role in developing Korean identity. Today, the founding date of Gojoseon is officially 
celebrated as the National Foundation Day in North Korea[3] and South Korea. Some of the same sources relate 
that in the 12th century BC Gija, a man from the Shang dynasty of China, immigrated to Gojoseon and 
founded Gija Joseon. However, somewhat similar to the case of Dangun, the evidence for Gija Joseon is 
completely lacking and the narrative has been challenged since the 20th century.
Gojoseon was first mentioned in Chinese records in the early 7th century BC.[4] During its early phase, the 
capital of Gojoseon was located in Liaoning; around 400 BC, it was moved to Pyongyang, while in the south of 
the peninsula, the Jin state arose by the 3rd century BC.[5]

In 108 BC, the Han dynasty of China invaded and conquered Wiman Joseon. The Han established four 
commanderies to administer the Gojoseon territory. The area was later conquered by Goguryeo in 313 CE.
Founding myth - Korean mythology § Founding myth
There are three different main founding myths concerning Gojoseon, which revolve around Dangun, Gija, or 
Wiman.[6]

Dangun myth - Heaven Lake of Baekdu Mountain, where Dangun's father is said to have descended from 
heaven
The myths revolving Dangun was recorded in the much-later Korean work Samguk Yusa of the 13th century.
[7]This work states that Dangun, the offspring of a heavenly prince and a bear-woman, founded Gojoseon in 
2333 BC, only to be succeeded by Gija (Qizi) after King Wu of Zhou had placed him onto the throne in 1122 BC.
[7] A similar account is found in Jewang Ungi. According to the legend, the Lord of Heaven, Hwanin had a 
son, Hwanung, who descended to Baekdu Mountain and founded the city of Shinsi. Then a bear and a tiger 
came to Hwanung and said that they wanted to become people. Hwuanung said to them that if they went in a 
cave and lived there for 100 days while only eating mugwort and garlic he will change them into human 
beings. However, about halfway through the 100 days the tiger gave up and ran out of the cave. On the other 
hand, the bear successfully restrained herself and became a beautiful woman called Ungnyeo (웅녀, 熊⼥女女). 
Hwanung later married Ungnyeo, and she gave birth to Dangun.[8]

While the Dangun story is considered to be a myth,[2] it is believed it is a mythical synthesis of a series of 
historical events relating to the founding of Gojoseon.[9] There are various theories on the origin of this myth.
[10] Seo and Kang (2002) believe the Dangun myth is based on integration of two different tribes, an invasive 
sky-worshipping Bronze Age tribe and a native bear-worshipping neolithic tribe, that led to the foundation of 
Gojoseon.[11] Lee K. B. (1984) believes 'Dangun-wanggeom' was a title borne by successive leaders of Gojoseon.
[12]

Dangun is said to have founded Gojoseon around 2333 BC, based on the descriptions of 
the Samgungnyusa, Jewang Ungi, Dongguk Tonggam and the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty.[13] The date differs 
among historical sources, although all of them put it during the mythical Emperor Yao's reign (traditional 
dates: 2357 BC? – 2256 BC?). Samgungnyusa says Dangun ascended to the throne in the 50th year of the 
legendary Yao's reign, Annals of the King Sejong says the first year, and Dongguk Tonggam says the 25th year.[14]
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Gija myth - Gija, a man from the period of the Shang dynasty, allegedly fled to the Korean peninsula in 1122 BC 
during the fall of the Shang to the Zhou dynasty and founded Gija Joseon.[15] Most experts believe Gija's relation 
to Gojoseon is a Chinese fabrication and Gija has nothing to do with Gojoseon.[10] In the past, the earliest 
surviving Chinese record, Records of the Three Kingdoms, recognized Gija Joseon. The Dongsa Gangmok of 1778 
described Gija's activities and contributions in Gojoseon. The records of Gija refer to Eight 
Prohibitions (Hangul: 범금팔조; Hanja: 犯禁⼋八條), that are recorded by the Book of Han and evidence a 
hierarchical society and legal protection of private property.[16]

In pre-modern Korea, Gija represented the authenticating presence of Chinese civilization, and until the 12th 
century, Koreans commonly believed that Dangun bestowed upon Korea its people and basic culture, while Gija 
gave Korea its high culture—and presumably, standing as a legitimate civilisation.[17]

However, in the modern era Gija's place has diminished to the point of near extinction.[17] Many experts deny 
its existence for various reasons, mainly due to contradicting archaeological evidence and anachronistic 
historical evidence.[18] They point to the Bamboo Annals and the Analects of Confucius, which were among the 
first works to mention Gija, but do not mention his migration to Gojoseon.[19] The myth that Gija migrated to 
Korea is believed to have been made up by Han Dynasty in order to justify its conquest of Korea.[20]

Wi Man - Wi Man was a military officer of the Yan state of northeastern China, who fled to the northern 
Korean peninsula in 195 BC from the encroaching Han dynasty.[7] He founded a principality with Wanggeom-
seong as capital, which is thought to be on the region of present-day Pyongyang.[7] The 3rd-century Chinese 
text Weilüe of the Sanguozhirecorded that Wiman usurped King Jun and thus took kingship over Gojoseon[7]

Academic perspectives - Gojoseon history can be divided into three phases, Dangun, Gija and Wiman Joseon.
[21]

Kang & Macmillan (1980), Sohn et al. (1970), Kim J.B. (1980), Han W.K. (1970), Yun N. H. (1985), Lee K.B. 
(1984), Lee J.B. (1987) viewed the Dangun myth as a native product of proto-Koreans, although it is not 
always associated with Gojoseon.[21] Kim J.B. (1987) rejected the Dangun myth's association with Gojoseon and 
pushes it further back to the Neolithic period. Sohn et al. (1970) suggested Dangun myth is associated with 
the Dongyi, whom they viewed as the ancestors of Koreans. Kim C. (1948) suggested the Dangun myth had a 
Chinese origin, tracing it to a Han Dynasty tomb in the Shandong peninsula.
Gardiner (1969), Henderson (1959), McCune(1962), Han W.K. (1970), Sohn et al. (1970), Lee K.B. (1984) 
dismissed the Gija myth as a Chinese fabrication.[21] On the other hand, Hatada (1969), to give Gojoseon a 
Chinese identity, exclusively ascribed to the Gija myth.
Kim C.W. (1966), Han W.K. (1970), Choi M.L. (1983, 1984, 1985, 1992), Han W.K. (1984), Kim J.B. (1987), Lee 
K.B. (1984) accepted Wiman as a historical figure.[21] Gardiner (1969) questioned authenticity of the Wiman 
myth, although he mentioned there were interaction between Gojoseon and the Han Dynasty and social 
unrest in the area during that time period.[21]

State formation - Gojoseon is first found in contemporaneous historical records of the early 7th century BC as 
located around Bohai Bay and trading with Qi (⿑齊) of China.[22] The Zhanguoce, Shanhaijing, and Shiji—
containing some of its earliest records—refers to Joseon as a region, until the text Shiji began referring it as a 
country from 195 BC onwards.[23]

By the 4th century BC, other states with defined political structures developed in the areas of the earlier 
Bronze Age "walled-town states"; Gojoseon was the most advanced of them in the peninsular region.[5] The 
city-state expanded by incorporating other neighboring city-states by alliance or military conquest. Thus, a 
vast confederation of political entities between the Taedong and Liao rivers was formed. As Gojoseon evolved, 
so did the title and function of the leader, who came to be designated as "king" (Han), in the tradition of 
the Zhou dynasty, around the same time as the Yan (燕) leader.[24] Records of that time mention the hostility 
between the feudal state in Northern China and the "confederated" kingdom of Gojoseon, and notably, a plan 
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to attack the Yan beyond the Liao River frontier. The confrontation led to the decline and eventual downfall of 
Gojoseon, described in Yan records as "arrogant" and "cruel". But the ancient kingdom also appears as a 
prosperous Bronze Age civilisation, with a complex social structure, including a class of horse-riding warriors 
who contributed to the development of Gojoseon, particularly the northern expansion[25] into most of the 
Liaodong basin.
Around 300 BC, Gojoseon lost significant western territory after a war with the Yan state, but this indicates 
Gojoseon was already a large enough state that it could wage war against Yan and survive the loss of 
2000 li (800 kilometres) of territory.[16] Gojoseon is thought to have relocated its capital to 
the Pyongyangregion around this time.[24]

Wiman Joseon and fall - Wiman Joseon, Han conquest of Gojoseon, and Four Commanderies of Han
In 195 BC, King Jun appointed a refugee from Yan, Wi Man.[26] Wi Man later rebelled in 194 BC, and Jun fled to 
the south of the Korean Peninsula.[27]

In 109 BC, Emperor Wu of Han invaded near the Liao River.[27] A conflict would erupt in 109 BC, when Wiman's 
grandson King Ugeo (우거왕, hanja: 右渠王) refused to permit Jin's ambassadors to reach China through his 
territories. When Emperor Wu sent an ambassador She He (涉何) to Wanggeom-seong to negotiate right of 
passage with King Ugeo, King Ugeo refused and had a general escort She back to Han territory—but when 
they got close to Han borders, She assassinated the general and claimed to Emperor Wu that he had defeated 
Joseon in battle, and Emperor Wu, unaware of his deception, made him the military commander of the 
Commandery of Liaodong. King Ugeo, offended, made a raid on Liaodong and killed She He.
In response, Emperor Wu commissioned a two-pronged attack, one by land and one by sea, against Gojoseon.
[27] The two forces attacking Gojoseon were unable to coordinate well with each other and eventually suffered 
large losses. Eventually the commands were merged, and Wanggeom fell in 108 BC. Han took over the 
Gojoseon lands and established Four Commanderies of Han in the western part of former Gojoseon area.[28]

The Gojoseon disintegrated by 1st century BC as it gradually lost the control of its former fiefs. As Gojoseon 
lost control of its confederacy, many successor states sprang from its former territory, such 
as Buyeo, Okjeo, Dongye. Goguryeo and Baekje evolved from Buyeo.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gojoseon

History of Korea - Myth of Tangun (Dangun) Summary
Tangun, mythological first king of the Koreans, the grandson of Hwanin, the creator, and the son of Hwanung, 
who fathered his child by breathing on a beautiful young woman. Tangun reportedly became king in 2333 BC.
Legends about Tangun differ in detail. According to one account, Hwanung left heaven to rule Earth from atop 
Mt. T’aebaek (Daebaik). When a bear and a tiger expressed a wish to become human beings, he ordered the 
beasts into a cave for 100 days and gave orders that they were to eat only mugwort and garlic and avoid the 
sunlight. The tiger soon grew impatient and left the cave, but the bear remained and after three weeks was 
transformed into a beautiful woman. It was she who became the mother of Tangun. The myth is important 
inasmuch as it links the Korean people with a heavenly origin.
Tangun’s legendary association with agriculture has led to speculation that the myth is based on a historical 
leader who learned the secrets of the soil in the city-states of the Huang Ho (river) 
valley. Buddhism and Taoism clothed themselves with a Korean mantle by crediting Tangun with starting a 
national religion of Heavenly Teaching and with originating the Korean maxim Hongik-ingan (“Love 
humanity”). An altar on Kanghwa Island, which is said to have been built by Tangun himself, is periodically 
refurbished. Tangun’s birthday (“Opening of Heaven Day”) on the 3rd day of the 10th month is a holiday for 
schoolchildren.

Source: https://www.britannica.com/topic/Tangun 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